
        Figure 1: The critical radius rc /rd when  ,

        as a function of the surface density power index k.

   Also shown are the minimum initial semimajor axes

        for survival for protoplanets of mass 
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Type II migration, in which a newly formed large

planet opens a  gap in its precursor circumstellar nebula

and subsequently evolves with it, has been implicated as

a delivery mechanism responsible for close stellar

companions [1].  Large scale migration is possible in a

viscously  spreading disk of surface den sity  when

most of it is sacrificed to the primar y in order to p romote

a small portion of the disk to  much higher angular

momentum orbits.  Emb edded  planets generally follow

its evolution unless their own angular momentum is

compa rable to that of the disk.  The fraction of the

starting disk mass, , that is con-

sumed by the star depends on the distance at which

material escapes  the disk’s outer b oundary.  If the disk

is allowed to expand  indefinitely, virtually all of the disk

will fall into the primary in ord er to send a  vanishingly

small portion to infinity.  For such a  case, it is difficult to

explain the survival of any giant planets, including

Jupiter and Saturn .  Realistically, however, there are

processes that could truncate a disk at a finite distance,

rd.  Recent numerical modeling has illustrated that

planets  can survive in th is case [2,3].  We show here that

much of these results can b e understo od by simp le

conserva tion argume nts.

The amount of mass Mo lost through the disk’s

outer boundary is simply that necessary to remove all of

the disk’s original an gular mom entum,

where  is the primary’s mass.  For a power law

profile,  (k  < 2) and initial outer rim ,

where .  Thus,  the fraction of the

disk accreted by the star is , and

the initial boundary between  inward and outward

destined material is then 

Suppose, as an important special case, that the original

radius of the disk is the same as the truncation radius,

; then the critical radius is and

is shown in Figu re 1.  We see  in this case that a  signifi-

cant fraction of the d isk exits the system through the outer

bounda ry.

Now add to  the disk a planet of mass Mp with an

initial orbit radius ao.  The disk mass external to the planet

is ; if the planet rem ains in the

disk (0 < a < rd), it will act as an angular momentum

repository:

The final position of the planet when the  disk’s mass is

exhausted can be written in terms of the critical radius as

It is clear that a planet initially loc ated at rc will not

ultimately migrate, althou gh it can unde rgo some  transi-

tional motion as the  disk profi le adjusts from its initial

state.  A planet inside (outsid e) the critical rad ius will
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           Figure 2.  Evolutionary profiles of similarity

           solution for n = 3/4.  Inner disk appro aches

           profile. Disk edge rd and flux reversal distance rF (open

           circles) migrate outward with time.

migrate inward (outward).  Setting  defines the

minimum  initial semi-axis  for which a planet will

survive.  For small planets , this approaches ,

for large planets  it approaches zero. Curves for

are included in Figure 1.

Shu et al. [3] have suggested that UV radiation

from the early Sun could have truncated the disk at

 by photoevaporation.  Hollenbach et al.

[4] review a number of processes that could remove the

disk.  Prior to this, a disk would spread and approach a

similarity solution, which  for a powe r law viscosity

takes the form [6]

where  is a time-like quan tity,

, and  is a constant depending on initial

conditions.  The exponential ‘edge’ of the disk  expands

as ; inside this distance the surface de nsity

varies as .  There is a flux reversal distance that is a

constant fraction of the ed ge, viz., .

Inside  disk material flows inward.  If the disk spreads

to the point that the planet forming region is interior  to

, all planets are in je opardy.

To estimate the viscosity index n we adopt an

a l p h a  p r e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  f o r m

where T is the disk temperature.

Balancing radiation losses per unit area of the disk

proportional to  with the energy d issipated du e to

viscous stresses  prop ortional to  leads to 

inside .  Figure 2 shows the evolutionary profiles of an

n = 3/4 disk; the flux reversal point is indicated by the

open circle.  (The real profile would differ somewhat

because  external to .)  If the onset of a high

UV flux opens a g ap in the disk a t some fixed distance

, the initial state of the interior portion of the

disk is a power law with k = n = 3/4.  The critical

distance separating inward bound from outward bound

material is thus .  For exam ple, this would

lie near the current orb it of Jupiter for .  In

general,  the ratio of the critical distance after truncation

to the flux reversal point of the disk prior to truncation is

which for n = 3/4 reads .  As a result, a

protoplanet that was inside  and undergoing type II 

decay before the d isk was truncate d, could find itself

outside the critical point once photodissociation created a

much nearer edge and thereby not be forced into the star.
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